NEW MANUAL by CRKC

for everyone who wishes to create a church inventory

WHO ARE WE?
The Centre for Religious Art and Culture (CRKC) was founded in 1997 as a heritage centre of the Roman Catholic Church in Flanders. Since 2009 CRKC is officially recognized and granted by the Flemish Community as a centre of expertise on movable religious heritage. CRKC established a broad network of knowledge and expertise. CRKC deals with advice on art, historical identification, preservation, collection and object management and valorisation of movable religious heritage and refers to its partners when needed. Major efforts are made to register the collections of monasteries and abbeys in Flanders and Brussels and to develop a plan of moving and re-using collections, when the preservation in its original location cannot be guaranteed. CRKC also develops instruments and manuals for managing and registering heritage collections of churches and other religious buildings. In 2012 a new department was established, which deals with the issues of the preservation, the management and the conversion and (re-)use of religious buildings and monuments, especially the parish churches in Flanders. The Centre’s base of operations is located at the historical Abbey of Park in Leuven.

info & orders on www.crkc.be